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GLIDER KIT INFORMATION
Glider Kits are incomplete semi-truck kits sold without an engine,

transmission, driveline and rear axle.
Some dealers will add these components to a glider kit if the buyer

does not already have an older donor truck to pull these components
from.
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www.gloverstruck.com

Sample Glider Kits
Peterbilt, Freightliner, Kenworth, and Western Star all currently manufacture

Glider Kits as well as complete trucks.
Glider Kits have non-conforming VINs and are not certified by the
manufacturer to meet safety standards.

↑Factory Made Complete Vehicles↑
↓Kit Vehicles↓

Glider Kits are similar to other Kit Vehicles
← Factory Made Complete Semi Truck
Glider Kit to Combine with Donor Truck →

GLIDER KIT INFORMATION
Federal Requirements:

NHTSA Requirements:
 49CFR571.7(e): Combining new
and used components. When a
new cab is used in the assembly
of a truck, the truck will be
considered newly
manufactured….unless the
engine, transmission and drive
axle(s) (as a minimum) of the
assembled vehicle are not new,
and at least two of these
components were taken from
the same vehicle


http://www.slideshare.net/mktruck/glider-kit-webinarpresentation

EPA Requirements:
 The Clean Air Act definition of
“new motor vehicle” is not
based on the condition of the
parts assembled to create the
vehicle but rather encompasses
the entire vehicle. Thus, newly
created gliders are “new motor
vehicles” under the Clean Air
Act, even if they incorporate
some previously used
components. Under this
framework, glider kits are
regulated by EPA the same as
other incomplete new heavyduty vehicles.


EPA-420-F-15-904 July 2015

GLIDER KIT INFORMATION
State Requirements:

For “KIT” vehicles, Wyoming would require a State Assigned VIN: W.S.31-11-105
 If the vehicle was manufactured as an incomplete vehicle and put together by a

third party, the customer should apply for a state assigned VIN:
1) The incomplete vehicle was not manufactured to meet Federal Safety Standards and is
sold as a part or component;
2)Wyoming has adopted the Federal Safety Standards requirement for all motor vehicles
to be driven on highways (W.S.31-5-935). By obtaining a state assignedVIN, the owner is
taking responsibility for the safety of the vehicle.
 If the vehicle was sold in pieces (a kit) and put together by the customer, the
customer should apply for a state assigned VIN;
 If the manufacturer produced the body and the customer purchased a used frame,
chassis, or driveline to complete the vehicle, the customer should apply for a state
assigned VIN;

GLIDER KIT INFORMATION
Most Kits will come with an MSO or MCO, which will
identify the vehicle as a kit, glider, frame, or incomplete.

GLIDER KIT INFORMATION
Non-Conforming VINS:
 1NKDGGGG00J440589: 2014 Kenworth Glider Kit:

 1NPXGGGG10D338935: 2016 Peterbilt Glider Kit:

 3ALXA7004EDFW9069: 2014 Freightliner Glider Kit:

http://www.nisrinc.com/apps/cmvid/?/cmv_id/cmv_id.asp

